Hello.
Universal Access to All Knowledge
Figure 34. — Serpent Ouroboros. — D'après décalque.
production
consumption
organization
interpretation
"Once you have a collection of over say 2,000 items, a human being can no longer remember every item and needs a system to help find things."

Dr. Barbara B. Tillett
Change Cataloging, but Don’t Throw the Baby Out with the Bath Water!
2004
Immediacy
KENT STRAWBERRIES
£1.00 Punnet

BIG KENT BOY STRAWBERRIES
£1.80 Punnet
BieberFevered Justin Bieber Fans.
I can't even. I wasn't paying attention and then I heard JUSTIN BIEBER and I was like marry me?
11 minutes ago

mbergerpr Melissa Berger
Embarrassed for Justin Bieber, he really did pierce his ears and has hoops in...#Vanillaicedays
11 minutes ago

CapeBieber Im katrina :
RT @WeLuvJelena: TwitLonger: BIEBER DRAMA FREE DAY! June 5th! We need to get it trending, get the word out! This is tl.gd/astlmv
19 minutes ago

J BieberColorado Taryn
Dear Justin Bieber haters: Roses are red, violets are blue. You better back off Justin Bieber, or Chuck Norris will find you.
22 minutes ago

_iSupportJBiebz JustCallMeBeli
JUSTIN BIEBER I'm glad that u WON because now the whole world knows that #NEVERSAVENEVER is an inspiration to many :) @justinbieber thank u
23 minutes ago

WeBieberClub Yanti ☮
RT if JUSTIN DREW BIEBER inspire you and change your life better :)
25 minutes ago

J BiebsMafia Verified Belleber
Congrats once again to @justinbieber @jonmchu @scooterbraun & everyone else on the Bieber crew on the award tonight!
#SWAG
28 minutes ago

BenefitBieber Justin B. Benefit.
"You've been lip locked with that bieber kid for like a month straight, you've already swallowed 3 of his baby teeth."
29 minutes ago
What's happening to precision?
Bicycle Built For 2,000
by Aaron Koblin
Roar!
Search CKAN – the Data Hub

Search...

1878 registered dataset collections available.

Recently changed

GeochangeEvents
a set of RDF triples data about earthquakes, volcanoes and tsunamis events which are collected from NOAA (national geophysical data center http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/hazard/)

European Commission Expert Groups
Data on European Commission expert groups and their membership, scraped from the Register of Commission expert groups and other similar entities...

Aquiosquedais

European Parlament Legislative Activities
The dataset integrates various sources from europarl.europa.eu (votes, MEPs, dossiers and committee meeting agendas) to produce insights regarding the legislative process and the involved...
the textfile directory_

The Current File Statistics for textfiles.com
Check the bottom of the main page for related sites, include ANSI, audio, PDF, and others.
Do everyone a favor and read the Disclaimer.

The files on TEXTFILES.COM are maintained by somewhat arbitrary guidelines, so if a file you're looking for is not in one section, try a few others. Files are often in the "8+3" format, but since they're coming from all sorts of sources, this isn't guaranteed. Our focus is on the years 1980-1995, but files from before and after sometime sneak in.

100
No time to browse? Read my favorite 100

Anarchy
Files that YOU SHOULD NOT FOLLOW

Artwork
Various ASCII Artwork/Illustrations

Computers
General Computer-Related Files

Drugs
An unnecessary amount of Drug information

Food
Food and Eating

Games
Information Files on Home and Arcade Games

Hack
The seamy underside of, well, Everything

Holiday
Files evoking a Holiday Spirit

Internet
You're Soaking In It

Magazines
Collections of "E-Zines", including Phrack

Messages
Samples of message bases from different BBSs

News
Often poorly transcribed News Stories

Adventure
Walkthroughs and Hints for Text Adventures

Apple II's
Apple II Technical and Lore

BBS
Running and Using Bulletin Boards

Conspiracy
They're All Out To Get You

E-Texts
The Classics Meet ASCII

Fun
A Weird Grab Bag of Oddness

Groups
Textfile Writer Collectives

Ham Radio
Ham Radio Operation Information, sort of

Humor
Many, many attempts at being Funny

Law
Textfiles recounting laws or their application

Mass Media
Television and Movie Minutae

Music
Files about Music or for Musicians

Occult
Textfiles dealing with alternate religions
The Black Cap'd Pigeon.
Welcome to Pinboard!
Social bookmarking for introverts

Pinboard is a fast, low-noise bookmarking site.

Take a tour of the site to see whether it meets your needs.

Should you switch from delicious? We have arguments for and against!

"Ditch Delicious, use Pinboard."
— Mike Arrington, TechCrunch

"What Delicious could have been if Yahoo hadn't neglected it."
— Leo Laporte, this WEEK in TECH

"Bookmarking done right, at last: simple, fast, smart."
— Matt Andrews

"Promising and clever."
— Daring Fireball
popular bookmarks

YouTube - Exclusive Preview on iOS 5
apple awesome

The Cloud
cloud technology xkcd 644 855

Nook Simple Touch compared to Kindle 3 – Marco.org
kindle Nook ebooks Amazon

Subtle Patterns | High quality patterns for your next web project
design patterns background graphics pattern

Rethrick Construction
google news programming hacker

Project Euler
programming math puzzles mathematics algorithms

Bank of America Gets Pad Locked After Homeowner Forecloses On It | digtriad.com
justice foreclosure law money

Top 10 Git Tutorials for Beginners
git development tutorial versioncontrol webtools

Mapnicent - Dynamic Public Transport Travel Time Maps
maps travel visualization map transportation

The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly of REST APIs - O'Reilly Broadcast
api ReST architecture programming couchdb

schema.org - Home
html search microformats seo html5

popular tags

algorithms api background books business code css css3 design development documentation education email free google graphics html html5 iphone javascript jquery js learning markdown math mathematics microformats mobile pattern patterns photography problems programming puzzles reference reset resources science search seo snippets tips tools tutorial typography via:packrati.us via:popular web webdesign webdev
THE INTERNET MAPPING PROJECT

Please draw a map of the internet, as you see it. Indicate your “home.”
THE INTERNET MAPPING PROJECT

Please draw a map of the internet, as you see it. Indicate your "home."

Your age: 44  Your occupation: Ant Guy  Average number of hours per day on the internet: 8

Return to Kevin Kelly (kk@kk.org, or 149 Amapola Ave., Pacifica, CA 94044) For results see www.kk.org.
THE INTERNET MAPPING PROJECT

Please draw a map of the internet, as you see it. Indicate your "home."

Your age 52 Your occupation JAZZ MUSICIAN IT CONSULTANT Average number of hours per day on the internet 2

Return to Kevin Kelly (kk@kk.org, or 149 Amapola Ave., Pacifica, CA 94004) For results see www.kk.org.
THE INTERNET MAPPING PROJECT

Please draw a map of the internet, as you see it. Indicate your “home.”

Your age: 23
Your occupation: film/animation/graphic design
Average number of hours per day on the internet: 3 to 8

Return to Kevin Kelly (kk@kk.org, or 149 Amapola Ave., Pacifica, CA 94044) For results see www.kk.org.
Type/Morphology:

- Cloud/No Specific Center: 17%
- Radial/With 1 center: 27%
- Multiple Centers: 12%
- Graphical/Pictorial: 21%
- Elliptical: 4%
- Others: 19%
Position of Home

- Center: 38%
- Not specified: 21%
- Bottom: 19%
- Right: 10%
- Top: 6%
- Left: 6%
Aggregation
Aaron Straup Cope is Canadian by birth, American by descent, North American by experience et Montréalais au fond. Aaron spent five years as a senior engineer at Flickr, focusing on all things mobile, geo and "machine tag" related, before leaving to join Stamen Design in 2009. Once upon a time, he was still a painter. Aaron does not normally speak in the third person.

*prettymaps* is an experimental map from Stamen Design.
How much of a turning point in the war on terror will Bin Laden’s death represent?

What is your emotional response?

Significant

Negative

Positive

Insignificant

Jon Huang and Aron Pilhofer/The New York Times
Would you consider sleeping with someone on the first date?

- % answering yes -

![Bar chart showing percentages of women and men considering sleeping with someone on the first date, with two categories: all and those who like the taste of beer.](chart.png)
Profile Essay Words That Best Indicate Someone Prefers

Rough Sex / Gentle Sex

Source: 67,990 OkCupid users
Body Dysmorphic Disorder
by Robert Hodgin
“Be Your Own Souvenir”
Media Surfaces
by Dentsu London & BERG
JMW Turner St Benedetto, Looking towards Fusina
We know how it feels. You don't even want to wake up in the mornings. That's just how this woman feels after discovering her lover flirting with someone else. But think about it. If other people have gone through that and survived, maybe it's not the end of the world for you.

To put things into perspective, take a look at *The Last Judgement* by John Martin. Now that is the end of the world. Literally.

Now you need to get rid of any melancholic trace. Get as sad as you can with *The Lady of Shalott* by John William Waterhouse. Go on, make yourself feel really gloomy, get it all out.

Now it's time to start liberating yourself. When you get home take out all those love letters you wrote to each other along with Valentine's and birthday cards and put it all together in one place. Stand, look at it for one last time, take a deep breath and move on.

You're on the mend and ready for a Turner now. Look at *The Blue Rigi, Sunrise*. The sunrise represents the idea of a new beginning for you. For every dark night there is a bright morning. That means there's still hope in the world. Everything will soon be OK.
Game for the Masses is a research project made to observe social interactions around gaming. It revealed how people use games as an interface for conversation, interaction, play and openness. This game prompted creative thinking and problem solving. The game was positioned in a gallery with a small set of rules and instructions, but the game was left open for development.
“Game for the Masses is research project made to observe social interactions around gaming. It revealed how people use games as an interface for conversation, interaction, play and openness. This game prompted creative thinking and problem solving. The game was positioned in a gallery with a small set of rules and instructions, but the game was left open for development.”
“In writing variations my method is to remain faithful to the theme. Never mind the rest!”

Igor Stravinsky
Thanks!

George Oates
glo@abitofgeorge.com